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ABSTRACT.We present a general framework for integrating annotationsfrom different tools and
tagsets. When annotating corpora at multiple linguistic levels, annotators may use different
expert tools for different phenomena or types of annotation. These tools employ different data
models and accompanying approaches to visualization, and they produce different output for-
mats. For the purposes of uniformly processing these outputs, we developed a pivot format,
called PAULA, along with converters to and from tool formats. Different annotations are not
only integrated at the level of data format, but are also joined on the level of conceptual rep-
resentation. For this purpose, we introduce OLiA, an ontology of linguistic annotations that
mediates between alternative tagsets that cover the same class of linguistic phenomena. All
components are integrated in the linguistic information system ANNIS: Annotation tool output
is converted to the pivot format PAULA and read into a database where the data can be visu-
alized, queried and evaluated across multiple layers. For cross-tagset querying and statistical
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evaluation, ANNIS uses the ontology of linguistic annotations. Finally, ANNIS is also tied to a
machine learning component for semiautomatic annotation.

RÉSUMÉ.Dans ce papier, nous présontons une plateforme générale pour intégrer des annotations
originaire de nombreux outils différents et employant des ensembles d’étiquettes divers. Quand
un corpus fait l’objet d’une annotation multi-niveaux, lesannotateurs peuvent profiter d’utilizer
plusieurs outils experts différents, chacun adapté aux phénomènes ou types d’annotation envi-
sagés. Ces outils employent différents modèles de données (accompagné par de différents mé-
thodes de visualisation), et produisent des formats de sortie distincts. Pour permettre de proces-
ser ces sorties d’une manière uniforme, nous avons développés un format pivot, appelé PAULA,
et des convertisseurs formats des et aux formats originals des outils. Les annotations ne sont
pas integrées seulement au niveau de format, mais aussi au niveau de la représentation concep-
tionelle. Pour cela, nous introduisons OLiA, une ontologiedes annotations linguistiques, qui
met en relation les ensembles d’étiquettes distincts néanmoins recouvrants le même phénomène
linguistique. Touts ces composants sont part du système d’information ANNIS: les données en
format de sortie des outils d’annotation sont converties auformat pivot PAULA et lues dans une
base de données où on peut les visualizer, rechercher et exploiter à travers les multiples niveaux.
Pour l’exploitation à travers les ensembles d’étiquettes différents, ANNIS est lié à l’ontologie
susmentionnée. En outre, la plateforme comprend un composant export dans un environnement
d’apprentissage automatique pour soutenir l’annotation semi-automatique.

KEYWORDS:Multi-level annotation; Corpus creation and maintenance;Linguistic database;
Ontology-based querying

MOTS-CLÉS :Annotation multi-niveaux; Création and maintenabilité decorpus; Base de données
linguistique; Recherche basée sur des ontologies
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1. Introduction

A growing line of linguistic research today is dedicated to the investigation of
less-resourced, less-studied languages (Asian, African,native American languages)
and specific varieties of major languages deviating from written standard language
(for example, dialectal and historical varieties or small genres). This paper proposes
a fully-implemented architecture for creating and exploiting such small, deeply an-
notated corpora. Much of the annotation for such corpora hasto be done manually
because corpora are often too small to train automatic tools, or the annotation task
is simply too difficult to be automated. Since, obviously, manual linguistic annota-
tion is labour-intensive and expensive, it is of utmost importance to provide software
environments that ensure the efficiency of the overall process.

Nowadays, a variety of annotation tools are freely available, which support differ-
ent styles of annotation for different purposes, such as layer-based transcription or la-
belling of words/phrases, coreference links, syntax trees, or discourse trees. Combin-
ing different annotations of the same data leads to so-called ‘multi-level annotation’,
which has received surging interest in recent years. Such architectures were originally
developed for multi-modal corpora which integrate spoken language, written repre-
sentations of it, annotation, and perhaps visual material (films etc.). Wittenburg (to
appear) provides an overview over the history and formats ofsuch multi-modal cor-
pora. In recent years, multi-layer architectures are more and more used also for text
corpora with many (possibly conflicting) annotation layers—see, e.g., the variety of
annotations produced onWall Street Journaldata, starting with the Penn TreeBank
(Marcuset al., 1993) and turned into a multi-level framework by Pustejovsky et al.
(2005). In this paper we focus on such examples.

When multiple annotations are integrated into a single database, inter-relationships
between the annotations can be explored, both qualitatively (by issuing database
queries that combine levels) and quantitatively (by running statistical analyses or ma-
chine learning algorithms). We are convinced that these methods can significantly
improve linguistic research: For instance, the researchercan formulate queries to find
specific examples or counterexamples for a research hypothesis in “real” data, involv-
ing distinct levels of analysis, or perform statistical analyses to gather evidence for
the distribution of particular feature patterns in corpora. Further, using multi-layer ar-
chitectures, it becomes possible to represent and compare multiple, even conflicting,
annotations of the same linguistic level for the same data, for example, competing
syntax annotations.

However, when such multi-layer corpora are to be created with existing task-
specific annotation tools, a new problem arises: Output formats of the annotation
tools can differ considerably, and annotations need to be aligned in order to be useful
for purposes such as those mentioned above. To solve these problems, we have devel-
oped a software framework involving (i) a generic standoff representation format, (ii)
conversion scripts from tool output to the generic format, (iii) alignment of multiple
annotations, and (iv) a database that allows for visualization, retrieval, and statistical
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analyses of the data. Our work is embedded in a large and long-term “collaborative
research center” on information structure1 at University of Potsdam and Humboldt-
University Berlin. Thus, our framework has been primarily developed to account for
the specific resources and goals of that center. The architecture and methodologies,
however, are applicable to numerous other scenarios involving different research ques-
tions and other types of annotations.

Having such a software infrastructure at hand, a natural step is to also integrate
corpora that are already well-established and have proven to be beneficial to linguis-
tics research. This makes sense both for the manual queryingscenario and for the
statistical analysis scenario. But, of course, this poses another problem: Given a set
of existing corpora, particular levels of linguistic description, such as morphosyntax,
are very often annotated according to different annotationschemes or tag sets. Thus,
in addition to thetechnicalintegration of different XML formats, another tasks arises,
i.e., theconceptualintegration of multiple annotation schemes arises. Different anno-
tation schemes rely on independent, often theory-specific,conceptualizations of tags
and categories and often different theoretical motivation. In response, our approach
offers to ensure interoperability also with respect to tag sets by linking annotations
to ontological representations. In particular, the application of ontologies allows to
specify complex relationships between annotations and reference concepts, whereas a
traditional mapping approach is only capable to express a 1:n-mapping.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides more background informa-
tion, introduces related work on technical integration andconceptual integration of
heterogeneous annotations, and outlines the general architecture of our system. Sec-
tion 3 introduces PAULA, the standoff XML format that technically mediates between
different annotation formats. Section 4 describes OLiA, anontology of linguistic an-
notations that conceptually mediates between different tag sets. Then, Section 5 de-
scribes ANNIS, our linguistic database, its implementation, and the associated query
languages. Section 6 gives an example for the utility of “annotation mining” across
different levels of annotation, and Section 7 summarizes the main contributions of the
paper and points to areas for future research.

2. A Flexible Framework for Integrating Annotations

Nowadays the need for standardized annotation schemes and representation for-
mats is widely recognized. Language resources must be well-documented and anno-
tations be easy to interpret if they are to be beneficial for users other than the corpus
developers themselves. Standardization of technical representation formats concerns
both thephysicaland logical data structures (see, e.g., Schmidt (2005), Ideet al.
(2003)). Moreover, we also consider theconceptualintegration of annotations, which
has been subject to several standardization initiatives (Leechet al., 1996; Atwellet
al., 1994; Erjavec, 2004; Ideet al., 2003).

1. http://www.sfb632.uni-potsdam.de/
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2.1. Representation Formats

The logical data structure refers to thedata modelsused to represent the linguistic
phenomena and their properties. We can distinguish three major types of data struc-
tures: (i) “annotation graphs”: labeled directed acyclic graphs (LDAGs) whose nodes
refer to a time line; annotation graphs are typically used for modeling time-aligned
information (Birdet al., 2001); (ii) structural annotations: LDAGs whose nodes refer
to other nodes; usually used for syntactic and other tree-like annotations; (iii) feature
structures, used, e.g., for syntactic analyses in frameworks such as HPSG and LFG,
but rarely used in the context of corpus annotation.

The division between the paradigms of time-aligned annotation graphs and hier-
archical structures has weakened in recent years. For instance, the data model of
annotation graphs has been generalized, resulting in the ATLAS format (Laprunet
al., 2002), which supports both annotation graphs and hierarchical structures. Simi-
larly, the NITE Object Model (Carlettaet al., 2003b), the DDD ODAG model (Dipper
et al., 2004; Faulstichet al., 2005), and the general-purpose Linguistic Annotation
Framework (LAF, Ideet al. (2003)) serve both camps.

The physical data structure, on the other hand, refers to the“exterior” representa-
tion of the data. The de-facto standard for representing andexchanging data is XML,
which is furthermore well-suited for permanent storage. Often, a standoff-architecture
is used, which stores primary data and its annotations separate from each other (as
proposed, e.g., in the TEI (Sperberg-McQueenet al., 1994) and MATE guidelines
(Dybkjæret al., 1998)). For the serialization of structural annotations,a natural way to
represent trees is by using XML embedding structures. If structural annotations con-
tain non-tree-like structures (e.g. crossing branches fordiscontinuous constituents),
extra means likexlink attributes have to be employed (Königet al., 2000). Such rep-
resentational means are harder to interpret than the straightforward representation via
XML embedding and more difficult to incorporate into standard querying mechanisms
(Trißl et al., 2007).

Besides these two types of data structures there is a third one which is usually
completely hidden from the user: the implementation model,i.e., the data format that
is used for internal processing. For this format, there are essentially three options:
(i) proprietary, tool-specific formats, (ii) XML, (iii) relational databases. Concentrat-
ing on non-proprietary solutions, one advantage of using XML both as the exchange
and implementation format is that it allows for a seamless file management. Yet, this
comes at the price of severe difficulties in formulating queries spanning several files.
For example, XQuery does not easily handle queries to standoff formats, where anno-
tations and primary texts are stored in different XML files. Querying such structures
with XQuery does either require the use of XPointers or the use of embedded func-
tions, both of which are not properly optimized by current XQuery implementations.
This puts the burden of writing fast queries back to the developer and away from the
database system. In the relational model, however, the modelling of non-hierarchical
annotations and performant queries to these is relatively simple, though the underly-
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ing model is more complex. As efficient processing of non-tree-like structures is one
of the primary goals of our implementation, we thus accomplish our implementation
with a relational database rather than an XML database. Using relational databases
offers the additional advantages of a well-established technology (in terms of scala-
bility, robustness, tool-support etc.), but it requires the installation and maintenance of
an extra software infrastructure.

2.2. Conceptual Integration

Conceptual integration is necessary when dealing with multiple annotation
schemes, when either different terms are used for the same phenomenon, or the phe-
nomenon is conceptualized in different ways. One possible solution for the integra-
tion of different annotation schemes is the standardization of tag sets, i.e. the di-
rect mapping between a particular annotation and a meta-tagin a reference tag set.
Such meta tags are then either based on one particular standardized annotation scheme
(Leechet al., 1996; Erjavec, 2004), an interlingua mediating between tagsets (Atwell
et al., 1994), or on a set of reference categories (Ideet al., 2003).

For the specification of reference concepts and in order to abstract from concrete
annotations, Farraret al. (2003) and de Ceaet al. (2004) developed ontology-based
accounts for the modelling of linguistic terminology relevant to annotation purposes.

In our approach, this ontology-based account is extended, in that not only reference
terminology is specified within the ontology, but also the original annotation schemes
and the linking between schemes and reference concepts are represented by means of
an ontology. In particular, this allows for detailed specifications of the linking between
annotations and the underlying reference concepts, and also for the robust, and lossless
integration of heterogeneous annotations.

This represents an important methodological advantage over standardization ac-
counts, such as Leechet al. (1996), as annotations and reference concepts need not
be defined in a 1:1 (or 1:n) relation; rather, complex relationships can be expressed.
As compared to other ontology-based architectures, like deCeaet al.(2004), Farraret
al. (2003), our mapping between annotations and reference concepts is represented in
the ontology itself, rather than hidden in opaque transformation scripts, and thus, it is
transparent, flexible and modifiable. Users can explore and edit the mapping between
annotations using standard OWL browsers and editors, e.g. Protégé.2

By integrating this ontology with our linguistic information system, we gain the
possibility of searching across large amounts of heterogeneously annotated data by
means of just a single instruction formulated in the query language of the database.

2. http://protege.stanford.edu
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2.3. System Architecture

Turning now to projects that actually deal with data annotated at multiple layers,
one can indentify different types of approaches: some projects define task-specific
(albeit flexible) formats or extend existing ones (Baumannet al., 2004; Erket al.,
2004) and build specialized tools for these formats. Large long-term projects like
NITE (Carlettaet al., 2005; Carlettaet al., 2003a) or ATLAS (Laprunet al., 2002)
develop entire toolkits for multi-level annotation in general, i.e., libraries for data and
annotation managements, which can be used by various kinds of “customers”. These
toolkits are, in general, not “ready to use” but require certain “data preprocessing” by
the user (e.g., by specifying stylesheets).

Operating at the level of physical data, Wittet al. (2005) merge multiple XML
annotations of the same primary data into one XML format, leaving the original an-
notations intact as far as possible. For the representationof structurally-conflicting
markup, elements are broken up and transformed into milestones. In contrast, Ideet
al. (2007) propose one common pivot standard format, “GrAF”, which all annotations
have to be mapped onto. The format makes use of generic XML element names such
asnode andedge and encodes feature-value annotations by generic XML attributesname andvalue (e.g.name="at" value="NP").

In our approach, we pursue a strategy similar to Ideet al. (2007). Our representa-
tion format “PAULA” can be mapped onto the GrAF format. Also,the function of the
ontology applied for the conceptual integration of different annotations can be com-
pared to the Data Category Registry (DCR) described by Ideet al. (2004), although it
is based on a more expressive formalism, i.e., the OLiA ontologies.

On this basis, PAULA and OLiA establish a neutral level of representation for
different types of annotations, which then allows the integrated processing of het-
erogeneous resources in the linguistic information system“ANNIS” (see Section 5).
ANNIS supports querying and visualizing the data and its multi-level annotation, and
includes ontology-based query evaluation which allows forsearching data annotated
with different tagsets. Furthermore, we developed a server-based implementation of
ANNIS to ensure high speed query execution even for very large corpora. See Fig-
ure 1 for a sketch of the overall system architecture. This integrated, “ready-to-use”
architecture distinguishes our approach from the earlier approaches mentioned above.

Throughout the paper, we keep referring to a particular annotation example, so
that the reader can relate the different aspects of the system to one another. To this
end, we are using two structurally comparable example sentences from German data
collections: the TIGER corpus (Brantset al., 2004) and the QUIS corpus (Götzeet al.,
2005). (1) below shows an example from the QUIS corpus with glossing annotation
(second line) according to the LISA guidelines (Dipperet al., 2007) and a word-by-
word translation. Example (2) is taken from from the TIGER corpus; we here provide
morphological annotation (second line) according to TIGERguidelines (Albertet al.,
2003) and a translation.
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Figure 1. Our system architecture for managing heterogeneous linguistic annotations

(1) und
and

and

ihr
POSS.3.SG.F-M.SG.NOM

her

Mann
husband.M[SG.NOM]

husband

hat
have:3SG

has

einen
IDEF-M.SG.ACC.

a
Obstsalat
fruit-salad.M[SG.ACC]

fruit salad

zubereitet
prepare:PTCP.PRF

prepared

‘(...) and her husband prepared a fruit salad’

(2) Sein
Nom.Sg.Masc

his

Tod
Nom.Sg.Masc

death

hatte
3.Sg.Past.Ind

had

damals

at this time

eine
Acc.Sg.Fem

a

große
Pos.Acc.Sg.Fem

great
Protestwelle
Acc.Sg.Fem

wave of protest

ausgelöst.
Psp

caused

‘His death caused a great wave of protest at the time.’
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Figure 2. Analysis of structurally comparable example sentences according to differ-
ent annotation schemes

The syntactic analyses, according to the respective annotation schemes used in
these corpora, are presented in Figure 2. Both examples are comparable in that—
with the exception of the conjunction in (1) and the adjective and adverb in (2)—both
examples involve the same sequence of parts of speech and syntactic structure. Table 1
specifies the tags used for the comparable phrases in (1) and (2) and Figure 2.

3. PAULA: A Generic Standoff Format for Integrating Annotat ions

Our representation format PAULA3 (a German acronym for ‘Potsdam interchange
format for linguistic annotation’) focuses on the integration of different annotation
structures. We assume that corpus developers apply specialized annotation tools
which are tailored to the specific annotation tasks. For instance,annotate(Brants
et al., 2000) is frequently used for syntactic annotations;Palinka (Orasan, 2003) or

3. http://www.sfb632.uni-potsdam.de/~d1/paula/do/
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LISA TIGERPRONPOS [pos℄, POSS [gloss℄ PPOSAT [pos℄ (attributive) possessive pronounNCOM [pos℄ NN [pos℄ common nounSG [gloss℄ Sg [morph℄ singularNOM [gloss℄ Nom [morph℄ nominativeNP [s℄ NP [at℄ noun phraseS-MAIN [s℄ S [at℄ finite clause
n.a NK [edge℄ noun componentSUBJ [funtion℄ SB [edge℄ subject

cf. Figure 2, (1), (2)

Table 1. Comparing LISA and TIGER annotations

MMAX2 (Müller et al., 2006) for discourse-level annotations such as co-reference;
the RSTTool(O’Donnell, 2000) for discourse structure annotation;EXMARaLDA
(Schmidt, 2004) is applied for dialogue transcription and various layer-based anno-
tations. For these tools (and for generic inline-XML annotations), we provide scripts
that map the respective tool output to our representation format. The scripts are pub-
licly available via the Internet: users can upload their data and annotations, and the
data is converted automatically to PAULA. The user can load the PAULA data into the
information system ANNIS or further export it to WEKA (see Section 6).

The mappings from the tool outputs to our format are defined such that they only
transfer the annotations from one format into another without interpreting them or
adding any kinds of information.

3.1. PAULA: Logical Structure

The conceptional structure of the PAULA format is represented by the PAULA Ob-
ject Model (POM). The PAULA Object Model operates on a labeled directed acyclic
graph. Similar to the NITE Object Model (Carlettaet al., 2003b, NOM) and the GrAF
data model (Ideet al., 2007), nodes correspond to annotated structures, edges define
relationships between independent nodes. Both nodes and edges are labeled, and gen-
erally, labels define the specifics of the annotation. Nodes refer to other nodes, or
point to a stretch of primary data. In these aspects, the POM generalizes over annota-
tion graphs and hierarchical annotations and thus represents a generic formalism.

Besides labels that define concrete annotation values, a specialized set of labels
also serves to indicate thetypeof an edge or a node. For a specific set of pre-defined
edge labels, the POM defines the semantics of the relation expressed by the corre-
sponding edge. As such, thedominancerelation is characterized as a transitive, non-
reflexive, antisymmetric relation. Furthermore, a dominance relation requires that the
primary data covered by the dominated node is covered by the dominating node as
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well. Thus, on the basis ofdominancerelations, tree structures (e.g., syntax trees)
can be represented. Another pre-defined edge type isreference, a non-reflexive, anti-
symmetric relation. Reference relations may occur with different annotation-specific
labels. Reference relations with the same label, e.g. ‘anaphoric_link’, or ‘depen-
dency_link’ are also transitive. On the basis ofreferencerelations, dependency trees,
coreference relations and alignment in multilingual corpora can be expressed.

The POM differs from related proposals, e.g. GrAF, in the definition of explicit
semantics for certain edge types. The specifications of the dominance relation are
comparable to the NITE Object Model, but while NOM takes a stronger focus on
hierarchical annotation, POM also formulates the semantics of pointing relations.

On the basis of this general object model, annotation-specific data models are then
defined with reference to the POM.

3.2. PAULA: Physical Structure

The elements of the PAULA representation format along with the corresponding
POM entities are shown in Table 2. The third column gives the corresponding labels
for our relational database model, which will be introducedin Section 5.2, see in
particular Figure 7.

PAULA element POM entity RelDB entitytok(en) terminal node text_elemmark(able) non-terminal node (containing struct_elem
referencesto nodes)strut(ure) non-terminal node (containing struct_elem
dominance relationsto nodes)rel(ation) within strut: dominance, struct_elem
otherwisereferencerelationfeat(ure) annotation label anno_attributemultiFeat(ure) bundles of annotation labels anno_elem

Table 2. PAULA: elements of physical and logical structure

As a first example of the PAULA format, consider the original annotation of the
phraseihr Mann ‘her husband’ from example (1), annotated with the toolEXMAR-
aLDA. Figure 3 shows selected annotation levels, as displayed bythe annotation tool.
EXMARaLDA’s XML representation format implements annotation graphs, i.e., the
primary data and all annotations refer to a common timeline,marked by timeline items
(tli), whose IDs serve as anchors for the annotations. Annotations are calledevents,
they are anchored to the timeline viastart/end attributes. Thetier element spec-
ifies the type of annotation (e.g.pos), theevent tags contain the actual annotation
values (e.g.PRONPOS for possessive pronoun). The following fragment displays the
primary dataihr Mann (‘her husband’) and their POS annotations.
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Figure 3. Examples (1) and (2), annotated in EXMARaLDA and TIGER, respectively

<tli id="T18"/><tli id="T19"/><tli id="T44"/>...<tier id="TIE1" ategory="words">...<event start="T18" end="T19">ihr</event><event start="T19" end="T44">Mann</event>...</tier><tier id="TIE13" ategory="pos">...<event start="T18" end="T19">PRONPOS</event><event start="T19" end="T44">NCOM</event>...</tier>
The corresponding representation of our pivot format PAULApresents the primary

data in abody element, stored, e.g., in a file called ‘exmaralda.85DEU.text.xml’. In a
separate file, ‘exmaralda.85DEU.tok.xml’,markables are defined, i.e. segments that
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receive annotations. In the POM, these correspond to nodes in the graph. A first layer
of markables points to text regions in thebody element, by means ofXPointer
expressions (see the markables with IDstok_20/21 below). These markables corre-
spond to terminal nodes in the POM and can be thought of as tokens—an information
which is encoded by the attributetype="tok" of the enclosing<markList> tag. An-
other layer of markables is added on top of the token markables (see the ‘pos-segment’
markables with IDspos_15/16); they point to the tokens by means ofxlink:href
attributes. The actual POS annotations “PRONPOS” and “NCOM” are encoded byfeat elements (“features”), which are anchored to the second layer of markables. As
in the case of markables, the type of annotation (‘pos’) is encoded by thetype at-
tribute of the enclosing tag; the attributevalue represents the annotated value (e.g.
‘PRONPOS’).

File exmaralda.85DEU.text.xml:<body>... ihr Mann ...</body>
File exmaralda.85DEU.tok.xml:<markList type="tok" xml:base="exmaralda.85DEU.text.xml"><mark id="tok_20" xlink:href="#xpointer(string-range(//body,'',97,3))"/><!-- ihr --><mark id="tok_21" xlink:href="#xpointer(string-range(//body,'',101,4))"/><!-- Mann -->...</markList>
File exmaralda.85DEU.posSeg.xml:<markList type="posSeg" xml:base="exmaralda.85DEU.tok.xml"><mark id="pos_15" xlink:href="#tok_20"/><mark id="pos_16" xlink:href="#tok_21"/>...</markList>
File exmaralda.85DEU.posSeg_pos.xml:<featList type="pos" xml:base="exmaralda.85DEU.posSeg.xml"><feat xlink:href="#pos_15" value="PRONPOS"/><feat xlink:href="#pos_16" value="NCOM"/>...</featList>

For the encoding of hierarchical structures, including labeled edges, PAULA pro-
vides specific elementsstrut andrel. Like markables, astrut element rep-
resents a node in the POM, but in this case a node which is the parent node of a
dominancerelation. The dominance relation is expressed by therel element. An an-
notation example with hierarchical syntax annotation is shown in Figure 3. A PAULAstrut element with its daughters corresponds to a local TIGER subtree, i.e. a mother
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node and its immediate children. For instance, the subtree dominated by the first NP
in Figure 3,sein Tod, ‘his death’, is represented by astrut element that, viarel
elements, embeds the daughter tokens with IDstok_26/27 (these are stored in a sep-
arate file called “tiger.ex.tok.xml”). The NP subtree itself is dominated by anotherstrut element, with IDonst_14. feat elements encode the categorial status of
these subtrees, “NP” and “S” respectively, and their grammatical functions: e.g., therel element with IDrel_39, which connects the subtree of S with the subtree of the
NP, is marked as “SB” relation by thefeat element pointing to#rel_39.

File tiger.TIG49796.const.xml:...<strut id="onst_11"><rel id="rel_30" type="edge" xlink:href="tiger.ex.tok.xml#tok_26"/><!-- Sein --><rel id="rel_31" type="edge" xlink:href="tiger.ex.tok.xml#tok_27"/><!-- Tod --></strut><strut id="onst_14"><rel id="rel_38" type="edge" xlink:href="tiger.TIG49796.tok.xml#tok_28"/><!-- hatte --><rel id="rel_39" type="edge" xlink:href="#onst_11"/><rel id="rel_40" type="edge" xlink:href="#onst_13"/></strut>...
File tiger.TIG49796.const_cat.xml:...<feat xlink:href="#onst_11" value="NP"/><feat xlink:href="#onst_14" value="S"/>...
File tiger.TIG49796.const_func.xml:...<feat xlink:href="#rel_30" value="NK"/><!-- Sein --><feat xlink:href="#rel_31" value="NK"/><!-- Tod --><feat xlink:href="#rel_39" value="SB"/>...

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 3, we assume that different annotation
tools are applied, which are tailored to different annotation tasks. In our framework,
a text that has been annotated by different tools, at multiple levels, can be searched
acrossthe different annotation layers. This is achieved by first mapping the tool-
specific formats to separate ‘packages’ of PAULA files. Next,the annotations need to
besynchronized, i.e., the primary data and the token layers from the individual pack-
ages have to be merged: from all PAULA packages, each containing individual files
with primary data and token markables of their own, only one file with primary data
and token markables is retained; XPointer links from the other packages are updated
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accordingly. Finally, to guarantee that all IDs are unique,namespaces are added to
the attributes; for instance, IDonst_11 from the TIGER syntax example above is
renamed totiger:onst_11. We refer to the overall process as ‘PAULA-merge’.

4. An Ontology of Linguistic Annotations

So far, we have described aspects of the technical integration of multi-layered
annotations from different sources and their representation. However, the integra-
tion of data from different sources (and partially from different languages) not only
involves the integration of technical formats but also the conceptual integration. It
is well-known that tag identifiers can differ widely and quite often involve idiosyn-
cratic abbreviations. As an example, consider the great variety of tags assigned to
her as a possessive determiner in different tag sets for English, which show a high
degree of variation with varying transparency of the tag name chosen:PP$ (Brown,
Greeneet al. (1981)),TB (London-Lund Corpus, Eeg-Olofsson (1991)),PRP$ (Penn,
Santorini (1990)),DD (POW, Souter (1989)),PRON(poss,sing) (ICE, Greenbaum
(1992)),APPGf (Susanne, Sampson (1995)).

Individual tag sets, even if designed for one particular language, may differ heavily
in their choice of tag names, the tag definitions, or their level of analysis. A typical,
but often neglected problem is the definitions of tags in terms of form or function. As
such, POS tag sets developed in technical contexts often integrate surface ambiguities
in tag definitions in order to enhance the performance of automatic POS taggers. On
the other hand, tag sets designed for manual annotation concentrate on the “proper”
differentiation of different functions. To give an example, the German verbhaben(‘to
have’) serves as an auxiliary verb, but can also be used in itsoriginal lexical meaning:
‘to own’. In the LISA scheme, both grammatical functions areproperly distinguished,
andhabenis assigned the tagVAUX if used as an auxiliary, butVLEX if used in its lexical
meaning. As opposed to this, in the STTS tag set (Schilleret al., 1999) incorporated in
the TIGER guidelines,habenis to be assigned the tagVAFIN, VAINF, etc. regardless
of its current use in the clause.4

In order to overcome these difficulties, we employ the OLiA ontologies (Chiarcos,
2006; Chiarcos, to appear), a structured set of modular ontology that is capable of
both the conceptual integration of different annotation schemes by specifying a termi-
nological reference, and the lossless representation of such and similarly complicated
conceptualizations: For the STTS tagVAFIN, thus, an appropriate ontological descrip-
tion would beVAFIN ∈ LexialVerb ∪ AuxiliaryVerb, indicating thatVAFIN
applies to either auxiliaries or lexical verbs. Moreover, an ontological representation
allows to specify the properties that constitute a given reference concept and to re-

4. Here, we concentrate on morphosyntactic annotations for reasons of brevity. However, we
also developed ontologies for syntax, coreference and information structure. In fact, for higher
levels of annotation, the problem is even more pervasive, yet it already occurs with most funda-
mental types of annotation such as part of speech.
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fer to these properties directly rather than to a reference concept which only loosely
corresponds to a given concept in an annotation scheme.

In our account, a clear, and transparent linking between reference terminology
and the terms used in individual annotation schemes is implemented by means of
conceptual subsumption (⊆)5 between different modules of an integrating structured
ontology. It involves two primary modules, a set ofannotation models (each of which
is a representation of one annotation scheme), and the OLiAreference model, which
represents a generalization over different annotation models, and thus, a common ter-
minological reference.

A given annotation model is constructed solely on the basis of available annotation
documentation, mostly guidelines if available, and annotated examples. Hence, it is
a formalization of the annotation documentation, exhaustive with respect to the avail-
able documentation, but without any additional interpretation in terms of generally
assumed linguistic categories, etc. The partial ontological representation of thepos
andgloss annotations of the possessive pronounihr (‘her’) from example (1) in terms
of the LISA annotation model is given in Figure 4.6 In the same way, annotations of
the STTS tagset are represented in a separate annotation model.

While an annotation model is specific to one particular language, community, or
purpose, the reference model is a general terminological resource, and consequently
based on a broad range of resources, including specific annotation models, gram-
matical references, textbooks, but also existing terminological references such as the
EAGLES recommendations for morphosyntax (Leechet al., 1996), and the GOLD
ontology (Farraret al., 2003). In case of divergent conceptualizations, e.g. the clas-
sification of attributive possessive pronouns as either Pronouns or Determiners, the
EAGLES taxonomy was taken as an orientation.

Annotation models and the reference model represent self-contained ontologies
on their own. The conceptual integration of annotation models is then performed by
means of a declarativelinking between both the reference model and a specific annota-
tion model. In the linking, every concept (class) of the annotation model is assigned a
superclass from the reference model—including complex superclasses composed with
the set operators∪,∩, or \.

For the annotation model fragment in Figure 4, the corresponding linking of
concepts and the propertyhasNumber with their respective counterparts in the ref-
erence model is illustrated in Figure 5. Following the linking, the concise anno-

5. More appropriate than⊆, etc. would be the operators⊑, etc. However, for the sake of
convenience, we stick to commonly well-understood set operators.
6. Note that the ontology accounts for both inherent and morphologically expressed
properties. With respect to gender, the propertyhasGender has two sub-propertieshasInherentGender and hasGrammatialGender with different values for ihr, i.e.hasInherentGender(Feminine) and hasGrammatialGender(Masuline). Similarly,
the thirdGloss feature in Figure 4 is subject to propertyhasInherentPerson rather thanhasGrammatialPerson.
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Figure 4. Fragment of the LISA Annotation Model

tation of the possessive pronouns in the examples (1) and (2)in Figure 3 can be
rephrased in terms of the reference model. Thus, an ontological description such asPossessivePronoun naturally expands (by means of⊆ and∈) into a disjunction of
several specific annotations according to different annotation models, e.g. subsuming
both tags for possessive pronouns used in the examples, i.e.the tagPRONPOS in (1)
and the tagPPOSAT in (2).

Beyond the form of a particular tag in a given tag set, every individual in the
ontology that represents an annotation value is also assigned a propertyhasTier,
which identifies the annotation layer on which the corresponding annotation is used,
herepos. Thus,PossessivePronoun translates into conditions as described by (3).

(3)
equal(�pos, �PRONPOS�) ∨ (LISA)equal(�pos, �PPOSAT�) ∨ equal(�pos, �PPOSS�) (STTS)

Using these explicit references to a particular annotationlayer, it is also possible
to retrieve annotation values from different annotation layers in combination (cf. Fig-
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Figure 5. Fragment of the Reference Model and its linking with the LISAAnnotation
Model.

ure 5). Hence, the queryPossessivePronoun and hasNumber(Singular) re-
quires the combination of information from multiple annotation layers, i.e., from both[pos℄ and[morph℄, cf. (4):

(4)
(equal(�pos, �PRONPOS�)∧ ontains(�gloss, �SG�)) ∨ (LISA)
((equal(�pos, �PPOSAT�) ∨ equal(�pos, �PPOSS�)) ∧ (STTS,ontains(�morph, �.Sg.�)) TIGER)

Using this approach, the user can formulate an ontological description without
having to be aware of the different ways this information is represented in the anno-
tation schemes. And in fact, for different corpora, different strategies for the splitting
of annotation layers are used, e.g. representing morphological information as an inde-
pendent layer (as in the TIGER scheme), or combining it with information on lexical
semantics (as in the LISA scheme), or merging it with part-of-speech annotation (as,
for grammatical number, in Sampson (1995)). This abstract perspective on the in-
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formation conveyed in the annotation motivates the application of the ontology for
concept-based corpus querying, cf. Section 5.3.

The main advantage of this structured account is its avoiding the plain 1:n-
mapping between categories from different annotation schemes and ‘standard’ cat-
egories, as it is required in classical standardization approaches, such as that of Leech
et al. (1996). Also, the notion of Data Categories, advocated by ISO TC37 SC4, is a
step toward solving the issue, but suffers from similar limitations. In our approach, re-
lations of high complexity (∪,∩, \) can be specified and the necessaryinterpretation
of categories in the annotation scheme is represented in an explicit, transparent, and
modifiable way.

This tripartite structure of annotation models, referencemodel, and the linking
between them can be augmented by the optional linking of the reference model with
additionalexternal reference models, i.e., ontological formalizations of community- or
language-specific terminological systems. Currently, we provide a linking with three
external reference models, the General Ontology of Linguistic Description (GOLD,
Farraret al. (2003)), developed in the context of language documentation, the On-
toTag ontologies (de Ceaet al., 2004) developed in the context of Semantic Web
applications, and an OWL representation of the Data Category Registry. Thus, an-
notations are not only tied to the OLiA Reference Model, but also to other existing
terminological resources.

We claim that this modular approach is more flexible, as it allows the users to
specify their own linkings, annotation models, and external reference models, and to
modify these using established OWL editors. In contemporary annotation practice, the
“technological counterpart” to this approach is the standoff paradigm (see Section 3).

5. Querying Multiply Annotated Corpora

Having discussed both technical and conceptual issues of data integration, we now
turn to the task of accessing integrated, multi-level corpora. This includes, besides
the identificationof language resources by means of meta data (addressed by initia-
tives such as OLAC7 or IMDI8 and the respective tools), the tasks ofqueryingand
visualizingthe data.

The overall goal of our linguistic information system ANNIS9 is to provide easy
access to heterogeneous multi-level annotations by providing suitable means both for
querying and visualisation. By supplying import facilities for the PAULA pivot format
described in Section 3, we support the idea of distributed annotation with specialized
ready- and easy-to-use tools. Differenttypesof annotation (markables, trees/graphs,
links) are distinguished in the data model, and can be visualised accordingly. In ex-
isting frameworks, such as the NITE XML Toolkit (NXT, Carletta et al. (2003a)) or

7. http://www.language-arhives.org/
8. http://www.mpi.nl/IMDI
9. http://www.sfb632.uni-potsdam.de/annis/
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GATE (Cunninghamet al., 2002), integrating new corpora may necessitate adapta-
tions to the visualisation filter (in NXT: stylesheets). At present, our usage scenarios
include the development and analysis of historical corpora, construction of a typo-
logical database with data from 16 different languages (Götzeet al., 2005), and the
creation of a text corpus with rich discourse-related annotations (Stede, 2004).

Figure 6. ANNIS screenshot, displaying a query (small window in the left menu) and
the corresponding results listed in the main window

ANNIS is a web application that is available both as a standalone version on a local
computer (e.g., for fieldwork with a laptop) and as a server-based version. In both
cases, it is accessible with standard web browsers, see Figure 6. Its query language
ANNIS-QL builds upon widely used query languages employed in TIGERSearch10 or
CQP11, allowing for relatively straightforward query formulation by users. While the
standalone version of ANNIS operates on the data in main memory, the server version
employs a database backend for querying and visualization.

In the following sections, we focus on the facilities for querying multi-level cor-
pora in ANNIS. First, we illustrate the usage of our query language with the standalone

10. http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/TIGER/TIGERSearh
11. http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/CorpusWorkbenh
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version of ANNIS. Then, turning to the server version, we describe our approach to
importing PAULA files into a relational database and executing ANNIS-QL queries
on the data. Finally, we will show examples of concept-basedquerying, which relies
on the ontology described in Section 4.

5.1. ANNIS and its Query Language ANNIS-QL

Similar to existing query languages, ANNIS-QL offers queryoperators both for
hierarchical and sequential relations. Additionally, it provides operators both for hi-
erarchical and sequential relations. The latter are of particular relevance for querying
multi-level annotations, since sequential (or temporal) information often constitutes
the only relationship between annotations of different annotation levels. The following
is a simple query searching for nominal phrases beginning with a possessive singular
pronoun:12

(5) s=np & pos=PRONPOS & gloss=*SG* & #1 _l_ #2 & #2 _=_ #3
This query matchesihr Mann from Example (1). The feature namess, pos

andgloss match PAULA nodes (strut or mark) that have the corresponding label
(feat). A corresponding query can also be formulated for the annotation according
to the TIGER annotation as shown in Example (6). In this way, ANNIS-QL offers
queries across different corpora.

(6) at=NP & pos=PPOSAT & morph=*Sg* & #1 _l_ #2 & #2 _=_ #3
Moreover, the query language allows accessing different annotations of the same

corpus, so that, for instance, competing analyses indicating disagreements between
annotators (ann1 andann2) can be found, as in Example (7) with respect to the ‘given-
ness’ of an item:

(7) ann1::givenness=new & ann2::givenness=giv & #1 _=_ #2
The negation operator ’!’ allows us to formulate queries that check for completeness of
annotations. This is illustrated by Example (8), which checks (across layers) whether
all referring expressions are annotated for the featuregivenness.

(8) aboutness=ref & !givenness=* & #1 _=_ #2
12. The queries in ANNIS-QL specify constraints over the annotations (e.g.s=np orgivenness=new), optionally about their annotation set (ann1::, as in (7)), and their relations
(’_l_’ requires left alignment of both arguments; ’_=_’ states that both arguments refer to the
same primary data).
Every atom in an ANNIS-QL query, e.g.at=np, introduces a variable of the form#n, with n

being its number in the sequence of atoms. The examples also show that wildcards can be used.
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Figure 7. Query Execution Architecture and Implementation Model of ANNIS server.

5.2. ANNIS server — A Relational Database Backend

ANNIS-QL was designed as a concise and simple query languagedirectly usable
by linguists. Its current implementation is based on a software architecture which
assumes that the corpus to be searched (i.e., a set of PAULA files) is loaded entirely
into the main memory of the computer before any query evaluation takes place. During
the loading of the corpus, the ANNIS-QL processor builds a set of main memory
data structures which are later traversed for query execution. This is designed for
research scenarios where users want to work efficiently withindividual, relatively
small corpora, which can also be stored on a laptop. For example, the aforementioned
TIGER corpus consisting of 900,000 tokens can be handled in this way, and queries
are processed very fast.

However, as soon as a corpus grows in size, traversing it entirely for answering
a query becomes inefficient. We therefore developed a secondimplementation of
ANNIS-QL which we call ‘ANNIS server’, and which currently is in a prototypi-
cal stage. It builds on top of a relational database (we currently use PostGreSQL13,
a mature and open source relational database management system). Corpora in the
PAULA format are loaded into a relational database that implements a slight variant
of the DDD ODAG model (ordered directed acyclic graphs) described in (Dipperet
al., 2004) and (Faulstichet al., 2005). The schema is shown in Figure 7. The map-
ping to the corresponding elements of PAULA and POM was givenin Table 2 in
Section 3.2.

This schema implements a meta-model based approach to the storage of structured
linguistic annotations. Its fundamental elements arestructural elements(in short: el-

13. http://www.postgresql.org
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ements) which are associated to intervals of a text counted in tokens.14 Eachelement
has a type which is represented as an attribute.elementsmay dominate otherelements,
where the order in which the children of an element appear is fixed. This information
is encoded in therank table, which uses a method of indexing a tree structure in a re-
lational database described in Georgiadiset al. (2007). The set of structured elements
annotated in a text must be cycle-free, but may contain multiple root nodes. Using
this model, we can represent various types of linguistic structures, including simple,
token-associated annotation such as word lemmata or part-of-speech, and structured,
potentially non-consecutive annotations such as phrases,multi-token entities, chunks,
or syntax trees.elementsmay also be annotated withmeta annotationregarding their
source, author, date of creation, etc. Such meta annotations can be grouped together
into annotation sets, which allows to represent, for instance, different and diverging
part-of-speech annotations for the very same text. Finally, texts may be grouped to-
gether into corpora. Thus, a query may specifically be directed only to a fraction of
all texts in the database. This meta-model also provides a very high level of flexibility
and extensibility. Adding new types of annotation or new attributes to annotations
does not require any changes in the relational schema, but only in the set of values
that are allowed in certain positions.

We presented a language, DDDQuery, for querying linguisticdata stored in the
ODAG model in (Faulstichet al., 2006). DDDQuery is a language that extends XPath
by various new operators to handle DAGs (because XPath can only handle tree struc-
tures), and to enable typical linguistic query predicates that are not present in XPath.
However, DDDQuery is a rather complex and verbose language that is not suited for
(and was never meant for) being used by end users, i.e., linguists. Instead, its de-
sign was focused on enabling a fast translation of queries into efficient SQL programs
which can be executed in relational databases.

We use DDDQuery as an intermediate language between ANNIS-QL and the
database backend. This architecture, which is shown in Figure 7, has the advantage
that we did not have to develop a low-level translation of ANNIS-QL into SQL but
only one from ANNIS-QL into DDDQuery. This was considerablysimpler since both
languages target linguistic data and therefore share many predicates. However, the
double translation comes at a certain price, i.e., time usedfor translating queries. But
we found this price to be very small compared to the time it takes to evaluate complex
queries.

We give two examples of this two-step translation. First, consider a query search-
ing for all occurrences of the tokensein (‘his’) as a possessive pronoun in the
TIGER/STTS annotation scheme. This query is expressed in ANNIS-QL in the fol-
lowing form:

(9) pos=PPOSAT & �sein� & #1 _=_ #2
14. These elements correspond to nodes in the PAULA object model, andstrut, mark or tok
elements in the PAULA format.
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This query is automatically translated into the following DDDQuery:

(10) ANNO[�pos = 'PPOSAT'℄/STRUCT/element-span::"sein"
The query may be read from left to right. It first searches for all structured elements

with part-of-speech annotation “PPOSAT”. From all such instances, it traverses the
annotation graph stored in the ODAG model. All elements thatare not dominated
by a strut element associated to a tokensein are discarded, while all others are
returned.

As a second example, consider a more elaborate query searching for all occur-
rences of the tokenseinas part of the subject of a sentence. In ANNIS-QL, this is
conveniently expressed as

(11) rel=sb & "sein" & #1 _i_ #2
The corresponding DDDQuery describes precisely how matches of the query can

be found in the ODAG model:

(12) whole-text::"sein"/overlapping::STRUCT#(t1)$t1 &ANNO#(a2)[�rel = 'sb'℄/STRUCT#(t2)$t2 &$t1/overlapping::$t2
The query first identifies all occurrences ofsein anywhere in the corpus. The

variablet1 is bound to all structures overlapping any such occurrence.In the next
clause, variablet2 is bound to all structures that are annotated as subjects (sb). Finally,
the third clause combines the results of the previous two clauses by filtering only those
bindings oft1 which are overlapped by bindings oft2.

In the second step, DDDQueries are translated into SQL queries which are exe-
cuted by the database backend. Thus, memory management is handled by the server,
as is optimization of the SQL queries. Note that such queriesare rather long; for in-
stance, the SQL query for the first example has seven joins, and the SQL query for
the second example has 14. Despite this complexity, our experiences show that these
queries are optimized very well by the relational engines and are answered very fast.
However, we have not yet performed sufficient testing on really large corpora to prove
the scalability of this approach.

5.3. Concept-based Corpus Querying

Examples (5) and (6) in Section 5.1 show that due to the generic representation
of PAULA, quasi-identical ANNIS-QL queries can be applied to originally-different
input formats (LISA and TIGER, respectively). The parallelism of both queries is
illustrated in (13), a merged version of both queries.
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(13)

{ sat } = NP & pos = { PRONPOSPPOSAT } &
{ glossmorph } = { *SG**Sg* } & #1 _l_ #2 & #2 _=_ #3

The conceptual integration of the different annotation schemes now allows us not
only to generalize over different structures annotated in the original format, but also
to formulate a single search query for both tasks, since the ontology described in
Section 4 not only provides information about tag names (hasTag property) and layer
identifiers (hasTier property), but also links concrete annotations with the reference
terminology specified in the Reference Model.

For cases where users are searching across different corpora or are not sure of
the tags for a certain annotation concept (see Section 4), weprovide for more abstract
queries. A query preprocessor retrieves all tag descriptions that correspond to an onto-
logical description and translates them into a disjunctionof specific annotation values.
If multiple annotation schemes are considered, such a description may be expanded
into a disjunction of tags from different tagsets and/or tiers.

Ontology-sensitive sub-queries are composed according tothe following context-
free grammar15:

ONTOQUERY := CUE in {ONTOEXP}
ONTOEXP := ONTOCONCEPT|(ONTOEXP ONTOOP ONTOEXP) |

ONTOPROPERTY(ONTOFEATURE)
ONTOOP := and | or | without

In this way, multiple queries for part-of-speech tags from different annotation
schemes can be replaced by a single ontology-sensitive corpus query. Query (13)
for NPs containing possessive pronouns can thus be abbreviated as in (14).

(14) at in {NounPhrase} & pos in {PossessivePronoun} & morph in{hasNumber(Singular)} & #1 _l_ #2 & #2 _=_ #3
The CUE expressionsat, pos andmorph are then replaced by the values of thehasTier property, the ONTOEXP expressions by the correspondinghasTag values.

Thus, (13) translates into a regular ANNIS-QL query in whichdifferent alternative
tags and layer identifiers are represented by means of a disjunction that also covers
the sub-queries (5) and (6).

As opposed to working with complex regular expressions, this ontology-driven
tag expansion allows the user to generalize over the specificform of annotations and

15. ONTOCONCEPT, ONTOPROPERTYand ONTOFEATUREcorrespond to word classes, prop-
erties and grammatical features specified in the reference model. ONTOQUERYs can be embed-
ded in arbitrary code that remains untouched during query expansion.
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tag names, requiring only a conceptualization of the searchtask rather than detailed
information about the principles of tag name formation.

6. Annotation Mining

In the previous sections, we explained different aspects ofintegrating and query-
ing linguistic corpora. This section will now give an example showing how these
resources can be used to make the annotation process more efficient.

With corpora annotated on multiple layers, we expect to profit from using machine-
learning methods in two ways: (i) detecting interdependencies between layers, and
(ii) semi-automating the annotation process. For these purposes, we built a compo-
nent that maps our pivot format PAULA (see Section 3) to the Attribute Relation File
Format (ARFF) used in WEKA (Wittenet al., 2005), an open source data mining
software.

In a preprocessing step, the data is enriched by adding to each part-of-speech tag its
corresponding direct superclass(es) from the ontologicalreference model (Section 4).
For the export, it is necessary for the user to choose the elementary unit (e.g., token,
noun phrase (NP), or sentence; in the following, we assume NPs). For each instance
i, one data set will be formed. Then, the user can assign the annotation levels to three
different categories: (i) feature/value pairsdirectly annotatedto i (i.e., annotations
making use of the same markables as the basic unit), (ii) annotations extending to a
part of i (e.g., part-of-speech tags within in an NP), and (iii) annotations whose ex-
tension mayincludethe extension ofi (e.g., the focus of a sentence containing the NP
i).16 Features of categories (ii) and (iii) are represented in B-I-O notation (Ramshaw
et al., 1995), where B stands for ‘at the beginning’, I for ‘in’ and Ofor ‘outside the
phrase’. In the case of phrases, we also compute the length ofeach instance (measured
in tokens).

When using WEKA, one typically trains a classifier of some type, such as sup-
port vector machine or decision tree. Some preliminary results for a classification of
NPs with respect to their information status17 are presented in Table 3, and part of
a sample decision tree is given in Figure 818. The training data originate from the
Potsdam Commentary Corpus (Stede, 2004). From the selection of features and their
prominence in the decision tree, we find that lexical choice (pronoun vs. full nomi-
nal phrase)—represented by part-of-speech tags in a generalized way—is indeed an
indicator for recognizing information status.

16. The current implementation works on spans (extensions) ofannotations. It works for anno-
tations in the form of feature/value pairs and labeled edges; links, sets, etc. are not covered.
17. According to the LISA scheme, a referential NP is eithergiv(en) (previously mentioned
in the context),a(essible) (inferable from the utterance situation or from the context via
bridging), or elsenew.
18. Abbreviations used in Figure 8: (non)ref = (non)referential; con = contains; in = included
in; onto.pos = POS superclass (from the ontology); tiger.cat = constituent category (TIGER
scheme); AP = adjective phrase; S = sentence.
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classifier correctly classified
name strategy absolute percent
ZeroR predict most frequent value (’new’) 1335 38.63%
OneR prediction depends on phrase length 1797 52.00%
J48 (C4.5) decision tree (see Figure 8) 2217 64.15%

size of training set 3456 NPs
All experiments evaluated using 10-fold cross validation.

Table 3. Classification results for information status of NPs.length ≤ 3| on_onto_pos_PersonalPronoun = B| | on_tiger.pos_NN = B: giv| | on_tiger.pos_NN = I: a| | on_tiger.pos_NN = O ......| on_onto_pos_PersonalPronoun = I| | length ≤ 2: giv| | length > 2: new| on_onto_pos_PersonalPronoun = O| | on_onto_pos_PossessivePronoun = B| | | on_tiger.pos_NN = I: a...
Figure 8. Sample decision tree (excerpt) for information status of NPs.

Finally, the results of the classification are re-imported to the pivot format and can
then be presented to human annotators for correction.

7. Summary and Discussion

We gave an overview of our implemented software environmentfor producing
multi-layer annotated corpora: a pivot format serving as “interlingua” between anno-
tation tools, an ontology-based approach for mapping between tagsets, and an infor-
mation system that integrates the various annotations, andallows for querying the data
(either by posing simple queries or by using the ontology) and for statistical analyses.

Our approach is related to other recent approaches aiming tointegrate annotations
from different source formats, in particular to NITE and LAF. Both operate on the
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basis of standoff XML pivot formats, as does our format. However, the NITE Object
Model operates on the basis of multi-rooted trees, whereas our data model (POM) also
specifies the semantics of pointing relations. Consequently, our underlying data base
implementation is based on a relational database rather than an XML database. GRaF,
on the other hand, the pivot format of LAF, basically operates upon general graph
structures, and is therefore not specifically optimized forthe processing of linguis-
tic annotations. In this sense, our approach is more specificto linguistic annotations,
though still representing a highly generic level of description upon which any annota-
tion of textual data can be represented.

Our approach also integrates the OLiA ontologies as a terminological reference
that specifies the semantics of different annotations with respect to the OLiA Refer-
ence Model, to GOLD, or to the Data Category Registry (DCR) that is developed as
a component of the Linguistic Annotation Framework. However, as compared to the
direct mapping between the DCR and concrete annotations, our ontological linking
allows for greater expressivity, including the set operators∪, ∩, and\, which may be
used to constitute complex reference concepts. As comparedto other approaches that
involve the direct transformation of annotations in order to map onto reference con-
cepts (de Ceaet al., 2004; Farraret al., 2003), the formalization of the linking as RDF
descriptions allows the application of standard OWL editors, and is thus more trans-
parent, modifiable, and more scalable than implementation-specific scheme transfor-
mation rules.

Our framework offers linguists to use the most suitable (XML-based) annotation
tools for their specific purposes, and allows for combining the different, possibly quite
heterogeneous annotations into the same database. In orderto cover different appli-
cation scenarios, we have developed two versions of the ANNIS information system:
One is a standalone version where all data resides in main memory, leading to very ef-
ficient query execution. For larger corpora, we have also built a server-based version
on top of a standard relational database. The ATLAS, NITE, and LAF projects, in
principle following similar goals, do currently not involve a database implementation.
Instead, these approaches focus on the development of libraries for corpus processing
(e.g., Carlettaet al. (2005)).

Our conversion tools (to and from the pivot format) and the ANNIS system are
freely available for research purposes—see the URLs given in Footnotes 3 and 9. In
future work, we plan to improve especially the visualization capabilities of ANNIS,
which at present are restricted to a straightforward layer-oriented presentation of an-
notations.

Finally, we wish to draw attention to the methodological issues of multi-layer ar-
chitectures. As we pointed out, in general they provide new possibilities for an in-
depth analysis of linguistic data by allowing multiple independent annotation layers.
This will certainly have interesting implications for the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of linguistic data, but at the same time it requiresthorough research on the
particular evaluation possibilities. Technically, it is easily possible to search across an-
notation layers. But conceptually, annotation layers are often not independent of each
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other (information structure, for instance, is dependent on certain syntactic configura-
tions) and therefore simple statistical analyses might notalways be possible. One way
of exploring these interdependencies is to use multi-dimensional techniques (see, e.g,
Moisl (to appear)). And a special use of multi-layer architectures is the annotation of
conflicting analyses for the same linguistic level of analysis (such as different part-of-
speech tagsets or different syntactic annotations). This will be especially interesting
for ‘non-standard’ language (such as historical language,dialects, or learner language)
where annotation standards are strongly contested or not yet well developed. To men-
tion just one example, Lüdeling (2008) shows how strongly individual analyses can
influence the empirical basis for theory building: Different interpretations of the same
learner data lead to error rates that differ by 100%. Thus, animportant aspect of
the metadata in multi-level corpora should be the provenance of the annotations and
the possibilities of dependencies, which need to be taken into account when drawing
conclusions from the data.
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